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Annex 1: Survey Questions 
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Annex 2: Main Guiding Questions for the Semi-structured Key Informant Interviews 

NB: Interviewer requested permission to record all interviews prior to asking these and 
further probing questions. These general questions were asked to the key informants, 
adapted according to their specific contexts as the interviews progressed and the questions 
were not asked in a systematic way, but rather depending on the responses received which 
would dictate which question to ask next. 
(1) What were your motivations for participating in the development or implementation of the 

relevant destination assessment or certification scheme and what were your experiences of 

participating in the process? 

(2) Why did you or your DMO/agency/institution choose to implement the scheme? 

(3) Who were the main stakeholders involved in the development or implementation process? 

(4) How do you manage to accommodate everyone's opinions? 

(5) How did you choose which criteria would be relevant for your DMO/agency/institution 

and which would not. Was it mainly your organization which was involved in this process 

or did you cooperate with the National Tourism Authority [or any other agency] to discuss 

which criteria to take into the scheme, and which to leave out? 

(6) I was wondering whether you think that it is realistic to certify a whole tourism destination 

considering all the stakeholders, which are involved in a tourism destination? 

(7) What do you think were the main challenges of developing, implementing, and operating 

the scheme?? 

(8) How does the funding of the scheme work? There's obviously an application fee, as I found 

online, but is there any other funding, like is there governmental funding or NGOs giving 

money to the scheme? 

(9) Do you think that implementing the destination certification scheme aimed at attracting a 

different kind of tourists to the destination? And do you think that anything will change, or 

has already changed in the kind of tourists which come to the destination or which are 

interested in coming to the destination as a result of certification? 
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(10) Have you had any (documented) experiences on whether tourists visiting your destination 

are actually aware of the sustainability efforts which have been taken or whether they chose 

this destination based on sustainability considerations? 

(11) . Do you consider your commitment towards sustainability as an advantage over other 

destinations, which might lead tourists preference for it rather than any other destination 

with similar characteristics? 

(12) Do you see, or have you seen any differences in the certification processes in terms of, if it is 

easier to certify smaller regions, or smaller destinations, or does it depend on how many 

stakeholders there are, like accommodation providers, and so on? 

(13) At the moment, the ETIS is only designed for self assessment. Are you planning to give 

destinations some kind of a badge or an award to all destinations, apart from awarding 

only the best practices? 

(14) I have looked at the schemes and found a very large part of the indicators, both core 

indicators and the optional ones focus on the environmental impact. Do you know how 

this, imbalance between the four objectives can be explained. Is it your personal view that 

sustainability should be mostly focused on environmental issues?  

(15)  How do destination management organisations react on the data sets they have to submit 

without having any set targets? Was this intentional so destination management 

organisations can monitor their progress rather than comparing their status to others? 

(16) . What are your experiences in terms of what went well, and where did you see the main 

challenges of implementing these criteria? 

(17) Did the implementation of the criteria require a lot of changes to the tourism system or was 

it rather easy to meet the requirements in general? 

 

 

 


